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out the country, and all were telling what
REMEDY’FOR SCALDS.
The Bobolink-—“ Oorio-toodyl-ink, bob-1
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they had done, how many persons bad been
link,
boblink, cheer,
cheer,
toodilee,
here TIII ----------------------------------------------------------PBy a Physician of Philadelphia.
converted under their preaching, &c. &c.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
[From the Baltimore American.]
I have so often seen remedies for human am again—sky clear—up and go, which is
'This clergyman, who was a very godly
JAMES K. REMICH.
Party Names.—It is curious to note how
, ills given to the newspapers, and at once!! the tree, spring here—itch-i-sky—been on a
Office nn the Maiu-street-opposite the Meeting-House. man and the successor to an aged and long
I spree-whiskee^oh here ’tis.
Oorio-toodyl- the old designations of pa plies are applied.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
successful minister of the Gospel, and who •i consigned to oblivion, that I have for a great: ink-boblink-ink-sneezyominee. ”
The terms c democrat’ and £ federalist,’ one
while
hesitated
to
present
this
remedy
to
the
revival of religion
Two dollars per ainiurn, if paid within the year.—■ had witnessed a rpowerful
- .......
..fe...... j
used in reference to actual distinctions, are
Hallo
!
If
there
isn
’
t
our
old
friend
Rob

Interest will be charged on al] subscriptions which among his own people—sat and listened to public. For fourteen years I have prescrib
now affixed with little or no meaning, as
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No ■ i^ivucu 10 ed it and witnessed its effects.
I deliberate- ert Lincoln, Esq., alighting on the very ap-'
c
mere words to win pop
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub their conversation for some lime, till at last 1
rity or to excite
pie
tree
from
which
he
saluted
us
last
vea-r.
j
they
turned
to
him,
and
desired
to
learn
the
i
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L
“
”
?, that
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
prejudice. JIt is very well known that the
" j no disease or injury to the human system Welcome old fellow ! Wearing the same !
I he publisher does not hold himself responsible for secret ofrevival. After some hesitation,
'
ty as such ceased to exist long
black swallow tail, the same yellow breast I Federal parp
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
he rose, and, in a most impressive tone and j1 has a more certain remedy than this for the and airy breeches ! By’r lady but he’s ai ago. When. President
charged for its insertion.
A..w.dent Munroe’s adminismanner said —“ My predecessor was a very !I most distressing of all injuries, that ofscalds
little gentleman, and from his gaudy j tration came to a close, dl the candidates
and burns. The relief is almost instantane- spruce
'
godly man ; and, in answer to his prayers, i
MISC E L LANE OUS.
must be the chief musician in the i for the Presidential ci r belonged to the
' ous ; from a minute to half an hour; will u- epaulettes,
'
1 trusty about one hundred and thirty souls
winged
regiment.
There, he whistles again — / Democratic party, and each was supported
sually find full relief from pain. No matter
[From the New-York Observer.]
have been copverted to God!” and sat
1 by his friends on grount"s of a personal nawhat the extent of the burn, even if the skin “ Oorio-toodyl-ink-bobylink”—hear, hear,
down. Every one felt the reproof, and
. SECRET SINS.
from the honorable member ! He no soon i lure. The old Federal party was distributis removed from the body.
ed among the several division , some supIt has been said, with wisdom and with the effect on those who had been telling long
The first knowledge 1 had of it was the er alights than half a dozen of cats, with
truth, that, il the world knew us as we knew stories about what u I had done,” can be almost miraculous cure of a little boy, who faces as long as that of a cabinet minister, parting Mr. Adams, some joii ing with the
resigned, creep with stealthy pace to friends of Mr. Crawford, other: favoring KIr.
ourselves, we would fly from the abodes of better imagined than described.”—Boston1, fell into a half hogshead of bailing water, just
■
Ives with the
men and hide in the dens of the mountains, Watchman.
the
foot of the tree. An old rooster on Clay, and many allying
prepared for scalding bristles from swine.
party which sought to b
en. Jackson
or the shades of the wilderness. It may
The entire person and limbs of the boy the fence claps his wings, and at his first
i into gttwer. When the
Habits.—Like flakes of snow that fall
came on af£
cock-e-doodle-doo,
’
they
slink
back
into
not be true of all ; it is true of me and of ma
passed under the water up to the chin, so as
ny who have mingled their tears with mine unperceived upon the earth, the seemingly to scald the whole neck. On removing his the bushes, brush up their whiskers, and terwards between- Mr. Adams and Gen#
over the indwelling and obstinate depravity unimportant actions of life succeed each clothes, nearly all the skin followed from his slick down their nine-tails. Bob is undis Jackson, some of the most distinguished
Hear him—“ Oorio-toodyl-ink, names among the Federalists were found on
ot the human heart. David prayed,i Cleanse other. As the snow gathers together, so are neck, hands, arms, back, abdomen, and al mayed.
thou me from secret faults.’ Happy and our actions formed.—No single flake that is most every bit of skin from his lower ex boblink, yer don’t come it this time—so-so the list of those who organized and concen
chee-cheerily—quick-quick—yer blown trated the powerful opposition which defeat
yet sad Psalmist 1 happy in the sweet assu added to the pile produces a sensible tremities! In this deplorable condition, lit
rance of pardoned transgression, and sad in change ; no single action creates, however it erally flayed alive with scalding water, the sky-high—hie away—sweet, sweet.” One ed the re-election of Mr. Adams. It is well
the constantly returning evidence, that sin, may exhibit, man’s character : but as the remedy was promptly applied, as a momen of the feline gentlemen, more daring than known that many of the prominent men who
tempest hurls the avalanche down the moun tary application till the physicians should the
rest, winks at him, and away he chat now sustain rank as leaders under the ad
though vanquished, was not yet slain.
1
again—“ No you don’t-link-boblink- ministration of Mr. Van Buren were Fede
Our secret sins may be sins of thought. tain, and overwhelms the inhabitant and his arrive. Two eminent physicians soon came, ters
'
Not in the hour of seclusion only, does the habitation, so passion«, acting upon the ele and on learning the extent of the scald, pro boblink—quiz away—Old Tip’s-coming-in ! ralists. Vfe say this without intending re
clear and away yer go—three cheers- proach—-but it is a matter of fact. The old
heart wander from Gog and the tempter ments of mischief, which pernicious habits nounced it a certainly fatal case, and direct- sky
!
—Old Tip—cider, here—sky Federal party having become decomposed,
whisper treason to the soul. In the midst of have brought together by imperceptible ac ed the boy to remain with the remedy over cheers-cheers
'
tooduroe.
” After sundry sharp, ab the individual members of it had certainly
the cares or the pleasures of the world, the cumulations, may overthrow the edifices of him until he should die. In six weeks he clear
*
truth
and
virtue.
rupt,
cross-grained
and snappish ejacula the right to choose among the Democratic
thought of sinful indulgence may wax strong
was reported quite well, with scarcely a '
tions,
which
can
only
beset to music thus — candidates, and to consult their own prefer
and ripen into rebellion against the holy law.
scar on any part of his person or limbs. <
Lies. — There is no vice so pitiful, so con
“
Snzzkksbite-yer-granny-h-ll-fire,
” the dis ence in supporting this one or that. The
Riches may be coveted with an idolatrous
The remedy increases in value from the fact
He who per that under almost all circumstancesit may comfit
ted-four-legged-treasurers aforesaid, on strangeness of the matter is that the Admin
desire. Ambition may point to honor that temptible, as that of lying.
'
cannot be clutched with pure hands. Lust mits himself to tell a lie once, finds it much be obtained.. It is as follows :
1 the look out for plunder—and hearing the istration party, with the ultra Federalists among its prominent leaders, should claim to
may riot in the heart and struggle for mas easier to do so a second and third time, till
Take soot from a chimney where wood bark of a dog approaching, take to their
tery, and for a season, reign. We would not, at length it becomes habitual — he tells lies is burned, rub it fine, and mix one part soot heels and ‘ are off.’ An old mare hard by, be the Democratic party, and that the Whigs
for the wealth of the Indies, have our dear without knowing it, and truths without the to three parts, or nearly so, of hog’s lard, sends up a Harrison hurra, and ventures should be called Federalists.
But perhaps, upon second thought, it is
est and nearest friend acquainted with these world’s believing him.
fresh butter, or any kind of fresh grease, two or three horse-laughs by way of inviting
not so surprising after all that the party in
the
yellow-breech
’
d
musician
to
proceed
covetous,ambitious, impure thoughts. When
(U/^Nothing should be more effectual in that is not salted, spread this on linen or —“ Oorio-toodyl-ink-boblink-boblink, Old power should resort to such means of warfare.
we triumph over them, we would have
abating
self conceit than to look on people muslin, or any cotton cloth for easier or Tip’s coming in-cheer-up — cheer-up—sky- There is so.lfflle in the principles of Whigs
them slain and buried and forgot.
who
evidently
have as high an opinion of more perfect adaption. If in very exten ciear-oorio-Old-Tip— three-cheers—he’ll to be disapproved of by the people, and so
Our secret sins may be those of neglect.
sive burns or scalds, the cloth should be torn '
’em out-clean—yes he will—blow ’em much that would gain general assent if the
The closet may be deserted. The hour of themselves in any given respect as we have, into strips before putting over the scald. sweep
'
and
to
see
that
they
are
mistaken.
It
may
whole subject were fairly presented, that we
calm reflection, of quiet study of the word
Let the remedy be freely and fully applied, !sky-high—Van-and-Amos, Benton too-skymay find in these facts some excuse for the
high
—
mercy-on’
em
—
cheer-cheer,
Old
Tipof God may be overlooked. Our duty to a be very possible we may be so too.
so as to perfectly cover all the burned part.
industry with which the Administration
perishing world may not be discharged.
No other application is required until the pa o-hi-o—clear the coast—sw’eet-sweet !” journals have recourse to names and epithets
(Vr
’
Men
frequently
take
comfort
to
And
off
he
goes,
chaunting
his
Harrison
And the confidence we feel that all this guilt
tient is well, except to apply fresh applica
intended to convey unfavorable impressions.
song, with flying colors.—N. H. Eagle.
is concealed in our own bosoms, strengthens themselves that they are not so much under tions of the soot and lard, &c.
If the doctrines of the Whigs are sound and
the
dominion
of
some
evil
propensity,
some
us to hold up our heads in the midst of God’s
In steamboat explosions, this remedy can
A Parliamentary Joke.—The prevailing cannot be impugned, there is yet one resource
people as if we were men of faithfulness and favorite besetting sin as they formerly were. in nearly all cases beat once applied, and
left-they can be called Federalists. To every
It is important that they should ask them
prayer.
if done, many valuable lives will be saved, fashion of certain orators of interlarding thing that is advanced, whether in the way
their speeches with frequent classical quota
But did it ever occur to thee, Oh Reader, selves “ in their chamber and when they are and a vast amount of suffering alleviated.
of proposing a good measure or of defeating
whosoever thou art, that there are no secret still,” whether this arises from a subjugation
Ifyou and the corps editorial, will hand tions, reminds us of a piece of mischievous a bad one, the reply is ready, it is a Federal
of
the
will
to
a
Christian
conviction
of
its
waggery,
perpetrated
by
one
of
the
most
cel

sins.
If 1 say, surely the darkness shall
this remedy around our country, and invite
men of the time. Sheriden once e- movement. This course saves trouble, and
cover me, even the night shall be light a- malignant influence and offensiveness to the attention to it, and that also those who use it ebrated
'
God
of
purity,
or
merely
from
a
cessation
lectrified
the country gentlemen in the House requires no argument.
bout me. The darkness hideth not from
may give their testimony for or against it, I
For ourselves we are quite indifferent aor
absence
of
the
sinful
desire.
of
Commons,
by concluding an animated
God !
The night shineth as the day 1
feel assured that in a few months, this most '
bout the names which the Administration
appeal
to
their
patriotism
with
a
quotation
The darkness and the light are both alike to
efficacious and most unfailing remedy will be
party may chose to take to itself. Their
CC/^To those who have been accustomed
God ! ! 1
Terrible thought to the trans
every where known and used in the United from Herodotus, which they cheered most principles and policy show sufficient grounds
to
contemplate
the
possessor
of
Genius
or
vociferously ; when in fact, he merely strung
gressor 1 Precious thought to the humble
Slates.— U. S. Gazette,
together a jumble of words, a jargon utter of opposition, no matter by what name the
and obedient saint !
If in that hour of learning raised upon the pedestal of vanity,
ed on the instant, which sounded very much ' party may be called. We should not object
criminal indulgence, thou hadst seen the and extorting the homage of applause from
To produce varieties in Vegetation. — If
to Mr. Buchanan, for instance, that he had
broad eye of Jehovah gleaming through all beholders, the simplicity to which all os any one wishes to satisfy himself as to the like Greek. Pitt, it is said, was in a con once been a Federalist, it is enough to know
tentatious
display
is
abhorrent,
will.appear
vulsion
of
laughter
all
the
time.
the darkness upon thee, how would thy heart
change he may produce in many articles of
(hat that gentleman is an advocate of the
But whoever compares un
have quaked. The hand of the Lord wrote as a defect.
vegetation by selecting the seed from his
Sub-Treasury. So of the party col'ectively.
obtrusive
merit
with
a
higher
standard
than
Quietness
at
last.
—
A
bickering
couple,
a few words in light upon the wall and the
plants, let him this Spring plant two rows
j There is no need of travelling beyond the
that of the world must be sensible of its near
residing
near
Manchester,
were
recently
ov

knees of the haughty Belshazzar smote to
of bush beans of the same sort. On one
I records of the last ten years to find ample
er approach to perfection, and should be led
gether with fear. And if the omniscience
row preserve the earliest pods that appear, erheard in high controversy, and the repent grounds of objection. The question now at
to reflect with gratitude that the model on
of God were impressed, as it should be on
removing all which appear afterwards.— ant Benedict exclaimed, “ I’m determined I’ll issue does not refer back to parly distinc
which such virtue is formed is within the
thy heart, wherever thou wert, by the way
When ripe let them be gathered and put bv have one quiet week with thee !” “ But how tions which prevailed forty years ago, but
reach of all who with sincerity endeavor to
or by the fireside, or in the closet, or on thy
themselves. On the other row, preserve wilt thou gel it ? how wilt thou get it ? it stands on its own merits. The evils of
mould themselves to its likeness.
couch or among strangers in a strange land,
those pods only which come forth from the how wilt thou get it?” said' his taunting the Government policy are of present exis
spouse, with that
“---------- iteration”
everywhere and at all times, this thought
Wil and Judgment.—Wit is brushwood :— stalks late—removing all the earlier ones. which married ladies so provokingly prac tence, they are known and felt, they have no
would follow thee,
Judgment is timber. The first makes the When these are ripe, also keep them by tice: “ I’ll keep thee a week after thou’rt reference to.old questions between democrats
brightest flame ; but the other gives the most themselves. Next spring plant a row of
Thou, God, seest me.
and federalists.
Such ^erms are without
each sort side by side, and you will be aston dead 1” was the tender rejoinder 1
meaning, and have no application to the
There are no secret sins. God sees them lasting heat.— Dillwyn.
ished at the difference. The first ripened
all. God writes them in his book. This
A western editor excuses his lack of edi present state of things. The points in disWhen a man thinks precisely as you do on beans will be as much earlier in bearing
pute between the old democratic and fede
is that “ other book” which will be opened,
any subject, how apt you are to think that than the last, as was the difference of time torials, by saying that his better (and bigger, ral parties were settled long ago.
and out of which thou wilt be judged. man is right.
probably.)
half
compels
him
to
stay
at
home
between gathering the seed from the two
Those sins, falsely called secret, those dar
and tend the little one, while she is round
rows planted this spring. Nor is this all,
[From the Madisonian.]
LONDOAvsTnEW-YORK.
ling sins now cherished in the dark cham
the first will be literally a bush bean, grow among the neighbors showing off her new WHO WILL VOTE THE VAN BÜREÑ
bers of thy heart, will then be published to
The following table, compiled from official
calico
dress !
TICKET ?
the gathered universe. Angels and men documents, shows a tremendous exchange ing stiff and low, whilst the other will send
All
who
are
perfectly satisfied with the
for out vines and reach quite high. The beans,
and devils will hear the record and that one against our city for mortality and crime A.
Civil Answer. — A stranger in the city a
too, within the pod, as to size, fulness and
.present situation of our affairs.
sin, which no money would hire thee to dis last year.
day or two since having lost his way, said to
All who wish to have property of every
London. N. York. even color will differ.
close, will be trumpeted all over creation,
an awkward looking fellow, “ I want to go description reduced to one-half, or one-third
16,685
7,953
Total deaths,
The principle which produces this differ
and the gathered scorn of heaven will come Men died,
4,389 ence is a general one in the vegetable king to Dover street.” “ Well,” replied the fel of its former value.
8,406
down on thee. Think of this when the Women,
AH who wish to see the price of labor re
3,564 dom, and may be applied to most other low, coolly walking on, “ why the d ——1
8,279
tempter offers forbidden fruit, and swears to
duced to a level with that paid in Europe.
don’t you go there ?”
plants—particularly to corn. It follows
conceal the wickedness, if thou wilt only eat. Murder,
17
1
All who wish to have the wealth of him
14 that if you select the earliest ripened ears
6
If an infant’s eye were on thee, thou Poisoned,
A celebrated wit was asked why he did whose money is loaned on bond and mort
28 annually you will obtain an earlier sort; not marry a young lady to whom he was gage doubled.
wouldest forbear. Never forget that the Smothering, and various ways 0
86 but if you are careless in this respect, your much attached. “ I know no reason,” re
76
All who wish to have the son of a man
eye of God is on thee, and the heart of God Drowned,
53 corn will stand a chance to be destroyed by
0
yearns over thee, as infinite tenderness ex Burned to death,
plied he, “ except the great regard we have without property remain poor forever.
171
83 frost. A good crop depends greatly upon
Killed by accident,
All such as prefer the interests of the
claims, Oh ! do not this abominable thing Suicides,
29
45 the right seed. — But few seed growers take for each other.”
office-holders to the interests of the people.
that 1 hate.”
12
179 the pains they should on this subject.
Deaths, probably murder.,
“ What time is it Tom !” “ Just time to
In one word—all who are in favor of the
Oh may these thoughts possess my breast,
432
592
Still born,
Maine Cultivator.
Where’er I roam, where’er I rest;
pay that little account you owe me.” 11 O, hard money Sub-treasury system.
13
33
Intemperance,
Nor let my weaker passions dare
indeed ! well I didn’t think it was half so WHO WILL VOTE FOR THE HARRI
Consent to sin ; for God is there.
To Whitewash a Cottage.—Put half a peck late, so I must be off or I shall lose my din
740
1,048
SON TICKET ?
of lime into a tub, pour in some cold water ner.”
1,974
1,315
All
who
wish
for an improvement in the
Consumption,
<( What I have done.”—We frequently
by degrees, and stir it well with a stick that is
192
116 broad at one end. When the lime and water
financial and business condition of the coun
hear ministers, as well as other Christians, Apoplexy,
105
15 are well mixed to the thickness of mud, strain
Parody.—An impassioned cabinet-maker try.
telling what I have done, using language Childbirth,
2 it into another vessel. When it settles to the thus addressed his ladye-love : —
1
Hydrophobia,
All who wish to have property stand at its
something like the following :—When I Insanity,
25 bottom, skim off the little water that remains
119
fair value, and labor receive its just recom
11 Will you come to the bower 1 have shaded for j'ou,
went to such a place, I found every thing
pense.
London has from one to two millions of at tire top, and, when you are going to use it, Your bed shall be shavings bespangled with glue.”
in a bad condition, nothing as it should be ;
All who wish to have the young man of
people. New York 300,000 ; yet here are mix it up with cold water to the thickness of
and I determined to have things different. , seventeen distinct murders in one year ; twen thin paint. The house will be quite dry and
A country clergyman observed to his character, but without property, stand an
I accordingly went to work, so and so ; I ty-eight persons smothered or made away fit to scour in two hours after the whitewash
friend that upon the last sabbath, he was equal chance with the son of his wealthy
did this thing and that; excluded so many | with in that way ; one hundred and seventy- has been applied#
much disturbed by a Cow who looked in at neighbor.
members ; healed this and that difficulty ; nine destroyed, nobody knows how ; besides
All who believe that the condition of out
the door, and bellowed in his face. 1 Sir,’
held such and such meetings ; preached so burning and drowning, and accidents, and ri
One good mode of making friends with the
working men has been belter than that of the
says
the
other,
c
she
saw
a
calf
in
the
pulpit.
working men of Europe, and who wish to
many sermons : and the result has been—as ots, and fires of all kinds.—Whence all this ? Crows, is to sow a peck or halt a bushel of
have it remain so.
published to the world—the conversion of so We answer, and let every man in our city corn, on the surface of the field, says the Cul
Why
have
we
every
reason
to
believe
that
All such as prefer the interests of the peo
many souls, and an entire change in the hear it, in NEW-YORK THERE ARE tivator. It should not be soaked in copperas Adam and Eve were both rowdies ?
FIVE GROG SHOPS WHERE THERE or tar, for it may possibly injure other birds,
ple to that of the office holders.
whole aspect of things.”
IS ONE IN LONDON.—Jour. Am. Tem and then they will come for no more worms.
Because Eve raised the Old Harry, and
All who are willing to try the experiment
A cutting reproof, to persons indulging perance Union.
The expense of this baiting, will not exceed they both raised Cain.
of a change of rulers, and are not so bound
in this kind of language, was given at a
thirty cents—nor half so much as is often
by the shackles of a party as to be afraid to
“ Ministers’ Meeting” in New Hampshire,
A Fair Hoax.—A Belgian painter lately spent to set up scare-crows, and tie up twine.
“Very cheap, but most wretched accom do so.
some years ago, by a clergyman now I trust sent, as his own, one of Rubens’ pictures to We must not destroy our birds, unless we are
In short all who are opposed to the hard
the Royal exhibition in Paris, and it was re willing to be eaten up, as Herod was, of modations.” as the fellow said ven they rode
in heaven.
e money Sub-treasury system.
him on a rail.
. worms#
It was just after a general revival through- fused admission»
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

impels to greater exertion.
It is a confi-!eMbasaas!^^
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
NEW-YORK.
i dence, iu short, which will justify the expec- UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE,
MONDAY, JUNE 8.
What Mr. Tallmadge, U. S. Senator, thinks of tations of our friends, and disappoint the
The
House
went
again
into
committee, and
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS........... FIRST SESSION.
hopes of our enemies.
the Empire State.
r resumed the consideration of the Sub-Treas
SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1840.
After
all
we
have
done
in
New-York
for
ury bill.
The Richmond Whig and Madisonian
IN
SENATE.
Mr. Ramsay of Pennsylvania, who had the
contain a letter from this distinguished Sena the last three years, under the most unfavora
whig
ômi
tionïï
MONDAY, JUNE 8.
floor, proceeded with the speech he had
tor upon the Presidential canvass. The let ble auspices, it is not a little mortifying to us,
The following is the Select Committee ap- commenced on Saturday last, and concluded
ter was not written for the public eye, but now, with all our bright prospects before us,
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Committee to 1 ed by the Legislature of that State against
we copy, since it has found its way into the time of election comes round, f
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print. The opinions given are from a friend ,i old friend Ritchie, who goes for men and not' whichthe memorial of citizens of the Dis-j. the Sub-Treasury system, and then went at
^principles,
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exposition
of
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to a friend, and we therefore have as much
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Norvell,
Kin.
Prentiss,
Clay of reasons which induced him to vote in oppo
confidence in them as if they had been writ clothes on the issue, I should be pleased to I Messrs.
OF VIRGINIA.
sition to that, resolution.
ten for publication.
Nothing short of Mr. accommodate him ; or if he does not choose Ala.,Pierce.
|
Mr.
Roane
moved
the
printing
of
10,000
to
venture
it
on
New-York,
I
will
take
it
on
Mr. Marchand of Pennsylvania, took the
Tallmadge’s signature designedly in print up
the Union ; or if, as Bardolph says, he will ' extra copies of ihe report ’(already on the ta- floor at about two o’clock, and went into a
on the same subject, under a letter written at
FOR YORK COUNTY.
the responsibility of hazarding his reputation, be “better accommodated,” I will take a suit ble) of the Committee on Military Affairs, on speech in favor of the bill.
the plan of the Secretary of War for a stand
could have given so much authority to the on each.
The Young Men’s Whig County Con
A Democratic Republican State Conven ing army of 200,000 militia.
TUESDAY, JUNE 9.
opinion expressed.— Portland Mv.
vention will meet, by adjournment (in com
tion will soon be called at the old head-quar
Mr. Norvell moved 20,000 extra copies.
An attempt was made to proceed to the re pliance with a vote adopted by said Conven
Washington, May 21, 1840.
ters al Syracuse. It will be held about the
Mr.
Webster
moved
the
printing
of
the
ception of Reports from Committees—-no op tion at Alfred on the 12th of February last,)
My Dear Sir—Your letter of the 26th inst. first of October. There will be a Conserva- ... ................
project of the Secretary of War in connec- portunity having been allowed for reports, at the Town Hall, in Kennebunk, on Satur
was duly received.
tive rally on that occasion, such as has not ! lion with this report,
It is surprising to me that Richie’s bragging been known before in the Slate. The real j Mr. Preston could have wished for ____ for a fortnight. But the House refused to do day the 4th day of July next, at 9 o’clock
more that ; and proceeded to the consideration of A. M.
in the Richmond Enquirer about New-York
democracy will be there, to lake the most ef- j time, for he was not now prepared to make the Sub-Treasury Bill, in Committee of the
June 12,1840.
should give our friends one moment’s uneas
iness. It his “ vocation,” and it is the habit fectual measures against the federal usurpa- ( the anitryidversions which this most extraor- Whole.
It was most
Mr. Underwood of Illinois, concluded his HARRISON CONVENTION,—YORK
of the Federal Locofoco parly to brag the lions of Mr. Van Buren. New-York adheres j dinary document demanded.
to her old Democratic Republican princi- extraordinary. The object of the Senator remarks against the bill, and Mr. Lucas of
COUNTY.
louder the more they are beaten. Since pies,
and will not be driven into the ultra- j was to send this report abroad, especially in Virginia, took the floor in its support.
Those friendly to the election of the
their overthrow in Connecticut, Rhode Is
From Virginia, in order to vindicate the project of
After the recess, Mr. Lucas concluded, and “ Farmer of North Bend,” for our next Pres
land, Virginia, and in certain local elections Federalism of this Administration.
the days of Geo. Clinton to the present time, the Secretary of War for a standing army,
Mr. Marvin of New York, obtained the floor, ident, are requested to assemble at the Town
in Pennsylvania, their prospects have bright
There had been much controvesy in Vir- and commenced a speech on the other side. Hall, in Kennebunk, on the 4th of July next,
ened wonderfully !
They are looking up, she has resisted the encroachments of Execbecause they are on their backs !
I under utive power and the usurpations of the Fed- gmia on this subject, and the Senator wished It was understood that the majority of the at half past 9 o’clock, A. M., to nominate a
re
stand their game perfectly. They know eral Government. She will continue to re- | this document to go forth to meet that state House had agreed not to allow an adjourn candidate to be supported as an Elector of
they cannot make a decent fight in other sist them, whether urged upon her by Mar-! of things, and he wished it to go without the ment before eight o’clock in the evening. President and Vice President, for this Con
States, unless they can persuade their friends tin Van Buren or Thomas Ritchie. It is no project of the Secretary of War. If that un- During the greater part of the day, there was gressional District, and to act upon the two
reason, because these gentlemen have aban paralleled project could go with it, section by no quorum present. The speeches were Electors at large, proposed at the State Con
that Mr. Van Buren can recover New-York.
doned their principles and turned Federalists, section, Mr. P. would not object, for it could made to empty desks. About seven, the tru vention, held on the 17th inst., as also on the
Without it,
he has not the remotest
that the Democratic Republicans of New- not then blind the People to its true charac ants flocked in, and refused to adjourn. The nomination of Governor.
chance of success. As to his prospects in
York or of Virginia should follow their ex ter. But the report was not a report on this House finally adjourned about eight o’clock,
It is expected that the proposed Conven
New York, I have no hesitation in giving
ample. In New-York they will adhere to point, but an historical account of what had —and before Mr. Marvin had concluded his tion will nominate State and County officers,
you my can/lid opinion, that he will be beat
, their old principles, and will assemble in Con been heretofore done and proposed on this remarks.
for this county, to be supported at the next
en by a much larger majority than that of
vention at Syracuse to resist the Federal ag subject. The committee did not recommend
election—also that they will select a candi
the last two years. I have the best sources
gressions
as
our fathers assembled in the this project ; they did not dare to do it ; but
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10.
date for Representative to the National
of information.—I have an extensive corres
At an early hour the House went into com Congress.
pondence all over the State, and, from my time of the Revolution, to resist the Stamp they professed to give a history of the prog
Act and the Tea Tax.
ress of this matter since the formation of the mittee on the Sub - Treasury Bill. Mr. Marvin,
Punctuality is particularly requested.
peculiar position, am enabled to judge with
1 beg, therefore, yon wdl dismiss all appre Government, and it was an. ex parte history, of N. York, concluded his speech in opposi
Per order of the County Committee.
much accuracy of our elections.
For the
June 20, 1840.
last two years, I have predicted the result hensions about New-York, and set down her which did not do justice to Gen. Knox, tion to the bill.
Mr. Parrish commenced a speech in reply.
with an accuracy almost equal to the official 42 votes as the capital on which Harrison (1792,) still less did it do justice to Gen. Har
COUNTY CELEBRATION.
canvass—and I now say to you that Gen. will commence business ; and that I think is rison, and less than all did it do justice to the At. half past 6 o’clock the House adjourned
Harrison’s majority, in my judgment, will not a pretty fair beginning for a “ log cabin and Secretary of War. The Senate could not despite of the caucus regulation to the con
In accordance with a resolution unani
hard-cider
”
candidate.
—
I
have
devoted
my

now
act
understandingly
on
this
subject
;
nor
trary.
be less than fifteen thousand.
We hope
mously adopted by the County Convention
for the last three years, to the reform of was it now full ; and Mr. P. hoped the sub
to swell it much beyond that.. I have not self,
held at Alfred on the 12th of February last,
this Administration ; 1 have enlisted for the ject would lie over till tomorrow.
THURSDAY, JUNE 11.
heard of a single man that has gone over to the
the citizens of York County, in favor of the
At the desire of Mr. Preston, and by ap
Mr. Hillen continued his speech on the
Administration since the last election. But I war, and you may rest assured that I shall
elevation of Gen. Harrison to the Presiden
know and have heard of hundreds and hun not stop till the final battle in November is parent general consent, the motion to print New York pilot law. The bill to regulate the cy, will celebrate the approaching anniversary
fought
and
won.
That
accomplished,
and
20,000
extra
copies
(together
with
Mr.
Web

mileage
of
members
was
ordered
to
be
en

dreds, in different counties, who have aban
of our National Independence, at Kenne
doned it since that time, and are now co-op Harrison elected, I shall feel that our country ster’s motion) was laid over till Wednesday grossed. It provides that after the present bunk, by appropriate public ceremonies. An
is
safe,
our
free
institutions
restored
to
their
next.
session members of Congress shall be paid
erating with their old Democratic Republican
Mr. Preston now moved that the usual according to the actual geographical distance, Oration will be pronounced by Hon. Ichabod
friends in putting down Mr. Van Buren’s old original purity, and that we may once more
enter
upon
a
train
of
uninterrupted
prosperi

number of copies of Mr Poinsett’s project as instead of the circuitous routes of the custom Bartlett of Portsmouth, N. H. Addresses
Federal doctrines.
Amongst this number,
are expected from several gentlemen, citizens
are men of the highest standing and influence ty. And 1 shall also feel that I can say. with to the militia, be printed for the use and in ary travel, as has been practised in many ca of the county and strangers, in the afternoon
much greater propriety than Mr. Van Buren formation of the Senate, that it might be on ses. It is said this bill will make a saving to
in their respective counties.
of t he day.
What possible ground, then, is there for said on another occasion, 4 It is glory enough the table when the subject should come up the government, and a loss to the pockets of
The Committee of Arrangements will en
to
have
served
under
such
a
chief.
’
on
Wednesday.
members
of
850,000
per
annum.
It
was
Mr. Ritchie or any other man to claim New
deavor to prepare for publication a detailed
I
have
written
a
much
longer
letter
than
I
Mr.
Clay
of
Alabama,
moved
the
printing
passed by a vote nearly unanimous. The
York for this Federal Administration ? It is
notice of the arrangements for the occasion,
preposterous. What claims do they present intended when 1 commenced ; but, having at the same time of the usual number of Gen. Sub-Treasury bill was again taken up, and in season for the Gazette of Saturday next.
said
thus
much,
1
will
add
a
little
more,
by
Harrison’s three reports for the use of the Mr. Parrish closed his speech against it.
to the People, from which they expect to de
June 19.
rive more favor than for the last three years ? way of giving my estimate of the Presidential Senate.
Mr. Clay’s and Mr. Preston’s motions were
FRIDAY, JUNE 12.
The confidence of the People has been more election. I have taken great pains to get the
HARRISON STATE CONVENTION.
After the morning business, the general or
and more impaired during that period ; the most accurate information. I have not only both agreed to, and copies of Mr. Poinsett’s
We have received no newspaper account
mercantile, the manufacturing, and the me consulted members of Congress, but I have project (with his letter of explanation) and of der of the day was postponed, which on Fri
chanic interests of the country have hereto had a very extensive correspondence through General Harrison’s three reports were order days is the consideration of private bills, and of the proceedings of the Harrison State Con
the sub-treasury bill resumed. Mr. Barnard, vention, held at Augusta on Wednesday.
fore felt the deleterious influence of the meas out the Union. My sources of information ed to be printed for the use of the Senate.
The Senate then adjourned.
of New York, addressed the Committee at We learn, verbally, that delegates from all
ures of the administration. Now, that influence may be implicitly relied on ; and 1 say to
you,
with
the
utmost
sincerity,
that,
in
my
parts of the State were in attendance—thous
length in opposition to the bill.
has reached the farming interests—and you
TUESDAY, JUNE 9.
ands of the freemen of Maine assembled to
may rely upon it, none of those interests will judgment. General Harrison will be elected
SATURDAY, JUNE 13.
“ take council.together” in relation to ques
tamely submit to have their goods, their man by a more triumphant majority than General
Most of the business was’of a private na
THE sub-treasury bill.
tions of general interest. EDWARD KENT
ufactures, their labor, and the products of the Jackson received in his palmiest days. In ture, and of no general interest.
soil, as well as their lands, reduced one half writing to you as a friend, 1 have not only
Mr. Sheppard of North Carolina, who at the was unanimously nominated for the office of
or two thirds in value, in order to enjoy the no motive, but no disposition, to mislead or
Extra Session, wrote against the bill in letters Governor, and Isaac Illsley of Portland
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10.
blessings of the hard money of Cuba, or of exaggerate. I give my estimate below, on
Mr. Webster submitted a resolution relating to his friends at home, but who soon after and Gen. Hodsdon of Corinth tor Electors
which
I
place
the
most
implicit
reliance,
and
any other despotism, whose example the
to the reduction of the letter postage of this wards joined the Calhoun corps, and has since at Large. Many capital speeches were made
President has recommended for our imitation. sincerely believe the result will fully justify country, and adopting the English system, to found nothing but purity and republicanism during the day. The utmost unanimity of
it.
Perfect order character
No, sir, the free laborers of this country will
wit—the use of stamps or stamp covers, &c. in the “ Rogues and Royalists,” made a long feeling prevailed.
Harrison.
Van Buren.
ized all the proceedings. The People were
never consent to have the price of their la
JMr. W.sent one of these to the Secretary’s ta speech in favor of the measure, of course !
14 New-Hampshire,
there,—ardent, enthusiastic, and determined.
bor reduced to the same level with that of the Massachusetts,
7 ble, hut the danger is, in a country like ours,
7 South Carolina,
peasants of Germany or the serfs of Russia ; Vermont,
11 where ingenuity runs so far ahead of morali
“ Log Cabins and Hard Cider."—These They were there at the stern call of duty
8 Arkansas,
nor will the tillers of the soil consent that the Connecticut,
4 ty, that these stamps wool.I be forged. The popular catch-words are the most unfortunate to themselves and their country—to stem the
4
—— subject however deserves the attention of the for the Administration that ever oozed from torrent of Executive usurpation and corrup
products of their farms shall be reduced in Rhode Island,
42
price so low as not to pay the cost of produc New-York,
22 public, and Mr. Webster deserves the thanks a Van Buren press. Their origin, however, tion—to labor for the restoration of the Gov
8
tion ; nor will the farmers consent that the New-Jersey,
Doubtful.
of the people for thus calling public at has never been explained in this paper. They ernment to its original purity. It was a noble
30 Maine,
lands shall be reduced two-thirds in value— Pennsylvania,
10 tention to the matter.
were first uttered, we believe, in this way. gathering of the friends of a noble cause. It
3 Mississippi,
that where they have purchased a farm, for Delaware,
4
The subject of printing 20,000 copies of When the nomination of General Harrison will exert an influence for good throughout the
10 Alabama,
example, for 815,000, paid 810,000 in cash, Maryland,
7 the report of the Committee on the M ilitia was first announced, the Administration press State—animating the heartsand strengthening
23 Missouri,
and mortgaged it for 85,000, that it shall be Virginia,
4 came up, when Mr. Preston delivered one of attempted not only to treat it with ridicule, the hands of the supporters of“ Harrison and
15
sold from under them for the amount of the North Carolina,
his usual eloquent and declamatory speeches but they had the meanness to affect a sneer Reform,” in the great work which is before
Georgia,
11
mortgage, and their wives and children turn
25 against the report of the Committee. In his at his great and gallant public services. A- them.
Louisiana,
5
ed out of doors, without shelter and without
remarks the views of the President and Sec mong other puerile attempts to depreciate his
15
bread. Such are the legitimate effects of the Tennessee,
Gen. Harrison in 1820.—Our neighbors
retary at War were handled without gloves. services, one of them, thinking to be terribly
15
doctrines now maintained by this Admin Kentucky,
, of the Democrat publish the result of the gu
He denounced the whole militia system of severe, wrote and published as follows :—
5
istration, and which its friends and support Illinois,
“ General HARRISON’S services to his bernatorial election in Ohio in 1820, as evi
Mr. Poinsett as a violation of the Constitution,
9
ers are every where urging upon the coun Indiana,
as dangerous to the liberties of the country, country would be amply repaid by giving him
dence that Gen. Harrison, at a period when
21
try ; and which will be established beyond Ohio,
and harrassing and embarrassing to the citi a LOG CABIN on the banks of the Ohio,
3
the hope of redemption, if Mr. Van Buren Michigan,
zens liable to be dragged out under the law. and plenty of HARD CIDER to drink for the his military services were of recent date, was
shall be re-elected.
This subject was then postponed until Fri remainder of his days.”
unpopular with the people of his own State.
Harrison,
248 V. B. and doubtful, 47 day.
Of his re-election there is not the faintest
Little, however, did the calumniator dream The figures are thus set down
Brown
prospect. In regard to New York—I speak
The whole number
i
of the good he was doing by his envenomed
of electoral votes is
34,836, Morrow 9,426, Harrison 4,348. We
without the least hesitation, and with the 295—necessary to a choice 148. You will
sarcasm.
—
Gov.
Marcy
’
s
motto,
“
to
the
THURSDAY, JUNE 11.
most entire confidence—he has no possible perceive, then, that Harrison will have 100
are not acquainted with the facts in the case,
Mr. Wright presented a petition from the VICTORS BELONG THE SPOILS OF THE VAN
hope of success there.
Why should he votes beyond the number requisite to elect
QUISHED,
”
used
himself
and
his
party
up
in
a
but the account given in the Democrat is suf
New York Chamber of Commerce, on the
have ? The changes have been- constantly him.
I have given Mr. Van Buren New
short time; and the Log Cabin Boys, slaking
against him for the last three years, and none Hampshire, which 1 know will be a matter subject of the Bankrupt bill. Mr. Ruggles of their own thirst from the juice of their apple ficient to establish the fact that Brown was
in his favor. At the extra session in 1837 I of complaint with our friends there ; for they Maine, presented the proceedings and memo trees, will have enough of the liquid left to the regular candidate, to whom there was
predicted his overthrow in that State. At have determined to make battle in a way to rial of a public meeting held at Frankfort, drown the present sinking Administration. no extensively organized opposition, although
the November election of that year he was shake even the granite hills. Perhaps I ought Maine, representing the defenceless state of4“ Gold for the office-holders, and rags for many opposed him.. Harrison, it appears,
swept away as by a hurricane. At the next to make a similar apology in regard to Arkan Maine, which were refered and ordered to be the people,” is the financial doctrine of the
was nominated by the disaffected, doubtless
session of Congress he apologised to his sas. I have also given him South Carolina, printed. Various unimportant bills passed.
Administration. Their table maxim is—
as
a strong man, whose name was more like
friends by saying that there were 40,000 vo which will go for him, unless by December,
“ Champagne for the office-holdersand hard
FRIDAY, JUNE 12.
ters who did not come to the polls, but would when the vote is to be cast, Mr. Calhoun
cider for the people.” We thank them for ly than that of any other which could be
Mr. Crittenden, from the Select Commit the text. They shall have enough of it.
be out for him at the next election.
Well, shall think the interests of the country require
brought on the course to take votes from the
sir, in 1838 these 40,000 came out, and 25,- it to be given to a third man as heretofore ! tee to whom the Bankrupt bill was referred,
*.
JV
F. Commercial.
regular
candidate. Harrison unquestionably
reported
a
new
bill,
incorporating
the
princi

000 in addition, and he was beaten by more Of the 25 doubtful votes, 1 think Harrison’s
discountenanced the use of his name as a can
than 10,000 majority. He again consoled his chance decidedly the best for a majority of ples which have been agreed to by the Sen
Changes.—The first piece of testimony ad
friends for this unexpected defeat by saying | them ; and if the tide of public sentiment con ate, and the general principles of the bill pre
duced to disprove the assertions of the Van didate for the office, and, consequently, at a late
that in the next campaign fie would take the tinues to set as strongly as it has done, Mr. viously reported by the Committee on the
Buren papers, is an extract from the resigna day, Morrow was put in nomination by the
field in person. He did so ; he traversed the Van Buren by November next, will scarcely Judiciary. It was ordered to be printed, and
made the special order for Tuesday, June tion of the Van Buren Committee of Vigi opponents of Brown. It is alleged, also, that
whole State, on a mere electioneering tour, have a State he can call his own.
lance for Union township, Ohio, published in Harrison did not receive a vote in his own
and, with the exception of the city of NewI look forward to the above result with the
the Belmont Chronicle.
York, the result in the Legislature showed a most perfect confidence, and with the most
county or those contiguous to it.
This fact
“ We can no longer support a party, whose
larger majority against him than the year be pleasing anticipations. What a rebuke will
SATURDAY, JUNE 13.
strengthens the suppositions just made as to
golden
policy
is
to
make
the
‘
rich
richer,
and
fore. In almost every contested county the it be of the attempted usurpation of all the
After some morning busines, the motion
popular vote against him was increased. powers of this Government, and the practical for defraying out of the National Treasury the poor poorer ;’ and whose professions for the character of the contest. It is sheer non
There was no falling off, but from local caus subversion of its fundamental principles! the expense of circulating 20,000 copies of an the dear people, have been so long and loud, sense to suppose that not a single man in his
es, any where, except in the old Western What a triumphant restoration of the powers Apology for the President’s Scheme of raising but whose practices prove to ns, that they neighborhood would give him a vote because
district, which is so immensely strong that of Congress, when freedom of thought and a Standing Army of Two Hundred Thousand love “the loaves and fishes,” .more than the of his personal unpopularity.—Is the Demo
there was no necessity of giving a full vote of action shall be once more vouchsafed to Men;—which apology is a Report of the Mi people’s rights. For these and similar rea
but at a general election. That old district the Representatives of the People and of the litia Committee—came up, and ML Clay, of sons, we cannot support Martin Van Buren crat aware that Gen. Harrison, at the time of
this election, was a member of the Senate oj
will give Harrison fifteen thousand majority. States !
Alabama, continued his dull, prosy, contu for the Presidency, in the fall of 1840.
The late charter election in the city of New
Ohio, to which office he had been elevated by
William James,
Excuse the haste with which I have writ melious discourse to empty desks and empty
York has satisfied both friend and foe that ten, under the pressure of numerous en galleries, in defence of himself and his associ
Dorsen Finch,
the People in his vicinity the year previous,
under the registry law Harrison will carry gagements, and believe me very truly yours. ates of this whitewashing Committee. His
John Pollock,
and that four years subsequently he was elect
the city in the fall by a decisive vote. You
principal purpose, while I listened,seemed to
Middleton Harrison,
N. P. TALLMADGE.
ed
by the Representatives of the People of
must recollect, too, that last year we had ev
| ke to prove that General Harrison belonged
__ _
James M'Fadden,
ery thing to discourage and dishearten our
Ohio as a Senator in Congress, and in 1836
Qy^The Van Buren State Committee of, l.0. tlie sarne political school with the present
Thomas Prue,
friends. Many gave tip all for lost after they Illinois,
inni« after
oi'tnr calling a Van Buren
u___ State Con friends of Mr. Alabama Clay himself, namely,
John Bonifant,
received the Electoral vote of the State for
heard the disastrous accounts from Tennes vention, to assemble at Springfield some time (Messrs. Wall, Buchanan, Reuel Williams’
Eli Marlon,
the
highest office in the gift of the People ?
see and Indiana. But there were some in in the present month, have given notice that I Richard Rush, Charles J. Ingersoll, «fee. &c.
James Mitchell,
If it is not, such are the facts.—If the honest
domitable spirits, that never doubt or falter in the design is abandoned. A “ sign” like this I &c. «fee. «fee. &c. «fee.,—that is, that General'
David Roseborough,
a good cause. They rallied, and soon con ‘ he who runs may read.’
voters of Maine do not become heartily dis
Harrison was an “ old Federalist.”
Wm. Bramhall,
vinced the people that New-York could sus
And this kind of stuff’ is to be put forth by
David Mercer.
gusted with the system of electioneering pur
tain herself, and was not to be influenced by
The dwelling house and out houses of Mr. the Alabama Senator, in answer to the argusued by our opponents, we are vastly deceiv
any news abroad, however unpropitious. At William Thompson, near Limington corner, I m®nts of the Whigs against the stupendous
,
The same number of the Chronicle, also ed. They are too intelligent and too inde
this time, every man of the Opposition is were totally destroyed -v.yjjuv.
by fire on Saturday
scheme oi
Despotism
uiu mi ou!uruayi
a a Miblary -------•'----- which t h e con ta i ns a si ir. i 1 a r r esi gn at ion, si gned by six
confident of success. It is not an over-confi
We understand there was no secretary oi War and the President, in the members of the “ Van Buren Committee of pendent to permit themselves to become the
dence that begets inaction ; it is a confidence insurance on the property.
very madness of arrogance and power, dared i Vigilance” for the town of Colerain, Ohib.
dupes of humbuggery, even though presented
which invigorates and inspires, and which
to present to the Representatives of the Peo-1
Next follows the renunciation of forty to them under the specious title of Democra
Village {Limerick) Register, June 3.
Pie 1
j seven Germans, in a small town in Ohio.
cy.
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ELECTioNS.-The election of Members of { (j^The Van Buren papers are publishing | OJ^The following letter appeared in the
Mr. Tallmadge’s Letter.—
”’ bespeak
-We
Congress and of the State Legislature takes the names of 17 members of the Hartford Kennebec Journal of Saturday last
for this very sensible and unequivocal paper,
place in Louisiana on the 6th of July. State Convention, whom they affirm are all supLETTER FROM MR. KENT.
a careful perusal. The writer is a distinguish
Elections also occur in Indiana, Illinois, Ala-! porters of Harrison. How they arrive at
Bangor, June 10, 1840.
ed member of the United States Senate, and
batna and Missouri on the 3d of August—in this conclusion it is difficult to determine, as, To the Editors of
_ the. Kennebec Journal.
North Carolina during the month of August four or five certainly of the number are iniI Gentlemen
It is well known that
that in the was formerly a decided and influential supdY
- ! porter of Gen. Jackson. He abandoned the
—in Vermont 1st of September,—then fol- their “ narrow cells forever laid.” Whether ‘
°f the y?ar’1 aulhonsed the ulJ
anthrough your
paper ui
of mv
my aesire
desire i' party, when he found the party had abandoni
......
c, .
i
.
i nouncement imuiigu
vuui paper
lows the election in this State, on the 2d all the surviving’ members of that body are no longer to be regarded as a candidate for 1
ed the principles which they professed to
Monday of September.
nof Governor. ’In reply to various
to be found among the supporters of Harrison the. office
communications from individuals, authorised maintain and which had brought them into
Georgia.—A State Rights Convention, we neither know or care. They are “ mod to speak for themselves and others, I have power. The letter unquestionably expresses
consisting of 230 delegates, was held at Mil erate federalists” compared with some of the expressed the same wish, and have never the honest convictions of the writer, who
ledgeville, recently. The nominations of : “ blue lights” who are the leading members authorised any person to announce me as a is a shrewd observer of the “ signs of the
of the Van Buren party—Senator Buchanan, candidate in any contingency. Until very
Harrison and Tyler, for President and Vice
times” and whose opportunities for acquiring
Senator Wall, Senator Hubbard, Senator Wil recently, I have supposed that my name was
President, we learn from the National Intelli
withdrawn, as lintendedit should be, from extensive and correct information in reference
liams of Maine, Mr. Taney, Ex-Governor the canvass. But from various comrmunicagencer, were concurred in, with only one dis
to the actual position of the two great parties
senting vote, and a strong Electoral Ticket Dunlap and a host of others. It ill-becomes tions from different sections of the State, and are not inferior, certainly, to those enjoyed ny
sources, jI aui
am icu
led to
conclusion,
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our Van Buren brethren to be taunting the other
was nominated, with the name of George R.
that a portion, at least, of my political friends,
°t“er individual in the country.
whigs as federalists, while they are acknowl
Gilmer at the head of it. So large a number
still consider me as before the people and
Washington city, D. C. and its vicinity were
of delegates as attended this Convention, it is edging as a leader and lauding as the pink Convention, as one of those from whom a se visited by a gust of unusual violence and
of
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perfection,
one
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in Georgia.
drop of democratic blood in his veins and de language of the day, “define my position,” panied with severe lightning, very loud thun
and as I have not time to make a reply to der and heavy rain. Trees and fences were
(tz^The whigs of ward 8, in Boston, gave clared that if he thought he had, he would
each individual, and as I prefer that what I
a Political Tea party to their brethren of the tap them and let it out. This ‘ old federalist’ have to say should be said publicly, before prostrated—fields of grain, gardens and or
other wards in the city and Roxbury, on Fort string has been harped upon too long by our the meeting of the Convention, I ask of you chards injured, &c.
Hill, on Friday evening of last week, in com opponents for their own good—the facts in the the favor to insert this note in your next pa
UNION ACADEMY.
per.
memoration of the patriotism of the tea party case are getting to be generally understood,
A Public Examination of the Students at
Permit me to say then that I do not wish
which threw the imported tea into the harbor and these leave no room to doubt that the ad to be nominated, that my Feelings and wishes this institution will take place at the Acade
of that city, at a time when the oppressions of ministration party, in this matter, are, to say remain unaltered, and I most sincerely desire my Hall, on Tuesday, 23d inst., commencing
the parent government were too onerous to be the least, as “deep in the mud” as the whigs that some other person should be designated at 8 A. M.—Address nt J past 4 P. M., by
Rev. Mr. Lincoln of Portland.
borne without resistance. The delegations from are “ in the mire.” The business of the in as a candidate. These yiews I have often
expressed and I now repeat them.
A Public Exhibition the same evening,
all the wards were very large and marched to telligent voter of the present day, is not with
But from the representationsand statements commencing at 7 o’clock.
the place of meeting in military order, with party distinctions and names, as they existed of friends in different parts of the State, and
marshals, banners and music. The evening some 20 or 30 years ago, during the excite from my own convictions of duty, 1 am induc
HYMENEAL.
was calm and beautiful,—the Houses in the ment growing out of a war,—but with party ed now to say, that if the Convention when
assembled, shall decide, by a clear and une
MARRIED—In this town, on Monday eve
vicinity were brilliantly illuminated with can practices at the present day—the mismanage quivocal expression of opinion, such as shall ning last, by Rev. Mr. Baker of Kennebunk-port,
dles, and banners were suspended from the ment and extravagance and disregard for the demonstrate, that in view of the present state Mr. Asa S. Thorndike of Washington, Vt., to
Miss Olive P. Hodsdon of this town.
windows, the trees and hung across the streets. public interests, on the part of the National of public affairs and the best interests of the
In Kennebunk-port, Mr. Nathaniel D. Free
opposition
party,
and
the
often
expressed
de

The place of meeting was lighted up with lan Administration, and the best means of secur
man to Miss Martha Crediford ; Mr, Elias Ste
sire on my part, now again repeated, not to be phens to Miss Hannah K. Durrell.
terns, hung from ropes which were extended ing to the People a more wise, economical, a candidate, that it is still, in their opinion,
In Newfield, 19th inst. Mr. Asa Seward of
from tree to tree. After tea, several gentle and impartial administration of the National the wish and desire of the people they repre Strafford, N. H. to Miss Lydia Reed of Newfield.
sent,
that
my
name
should
be
again
used,
I
In Cornish, 24th ult. Mr. Samuel C. Chick of
men addressed the multitude from the stump, affairs. And they will stick tp their business,
in spirit-stirring addresses. The affair was albeit the Loco presses may persist in their shall not under such circumstances, feel at Cornish, to Miss Jane M. Harding, daughter of
the late Mr. Thomas Harding of Gorham.
liberty to resist such a call.
got up in excellent style, and the utmost good efforts to blind their eyes and divert their
In Saco, Mr. David F. Lombard of Gorham, to
I must however add, that 1 do not wish to
feeling and good order prevailed throughout attention by raising a dust about “ old feder have my name used, in the event of any seri Miss Joanna Sinnott of S.
In Boston, 17th, Mr. James Austin of Cincinnati,
ous division of opinion on the subject or in formerly
the evening.
alists.”
of Boston, to Miss Hannah Murch, formerly of
such contest between different candidates. Biddeford.
With
the
hope
that
the
’
Convention,
when
as

In
Limerick,
14th inst. Mr. Isaiah Hedge of Wis
Hon. Abbot Lawrence, of Boston, Member
“ Gatherings of the People.”—The
casset, to Miss Charlotte Ayer.of L.
of Congress from Suffolk, has so far recover friends of “ Harrison and Reform” gathered sembled, will, with unanimity, agree upon
some other gentleman, who will secure a full
ed from his protracted and severe illness as to at Clarksburg, Tenn, on the 28th ult. to the vote of that party, who are opposed to the
OBITUARY.
be able to perform the journey fiom the number of 8000 and upwards. Banners, em principles and policy of the party now in i
DIED—In Saco, Mrs. Eliza Rice, aged 47 yrs.
seat of Government to his residence in Boston, blems, &c. graced the procession. Tennes power, and thus release me from a position
In Eliot, Mr. John Gould—a Revolutionary
which
1
have
never
sought
and
do
not
desire.
soldier.
Mr. James Rogers, aged 40 years.
where he arrived on Saturday morning last. see’s noblest Orators were there and address
I remain, very truly,
In Ballston, N. Y. Hon. Anson Brown, a Represen
Your most obd’t serv’t,
The following are among the resolutions ed the multitude, who received their remarks
tative in Congress from the Saratoga and Schenectady
District.
EDWARD KENT.
adopted at the public meeting of the friends with the strongest evidences of approval.—A
of Gen. Harrison, held in Cincinnati on the very large meeting was held in Charles coun
[From the Boston Advertiser of Thursday.]
SHIP NEWS.
2d inst. for the purpose of placing the seal of ty, Md. 1st inst. for the purpose of organizing
The Convention at Worcester.—The Whig
KENNEBUNK. JUNE 20, 1840.
public condemnation upon Mr. Senator Grun a County Tippecanoe Club and preparing for
the Fall elections.—More than 2000 of the
whigs of Rockingham county, N. H. met at
Derry on the 6th inst. Gen. Wilson address
ed the meeting, with his usual eloquence and
power, for about three hours. The proceed
for years, and some of us have been intimately
associated with him in various private and pub ings throughout were highly interesting and
lic relations ;—and we know that the statement, characterized by the utmost harmony.

dy. for certain statements made by him at
the Baltimore V. B. Convention, in reference
to the whig nominee for the Presidency :—
Resolved, That we all know General William
Henry Harrison ; many of us have known him

Convention at Worcester, yesterday, was organ
ized by the choice of Myron Lawrence of Bel
chertown, as President. John Davis was unani
mously nominated as a candidate for Governor,
and Geo. Hull for Lieut. Governor.
The convention completed its business yester
day. The citizens of Worcester were very hos
pitable, opening their houses freely to accommo
date the vast concourse of gentlemen assembled
from every part of the State.
Postcript.—Two trains of cars arrived from
Worcester at half past eleven o’clock, bringing
10 or 1200 passengers, and with them our ac”
count of the proceedings of the Convention.
The hour was too late to admit of inserting any
details before putting our paper to press.
The proceedings of the convention were en
tirely harmonious, and the procession to the
meeting of the general convention was comput
ed to exceed 10,000. They displayed a great
number of splendid banners, with appropriate de
vices.
The causes of the late arrrival of these two
trains were the weight of the load, and the dan
ger apprehended from travelling rapidly with so
many persons, chiefly in freight cars.
The following particulars are from our corres
pondent.
The following named gentlemen were then
nominated as candidates for Presidential electors.
The Hon. Peleg Sprague of Boston, and the
Hon. Isaac C. Bates of Northampton, electors at
large, and for District electors, as follows : Rob
ert G. Shaw of Boston, Sidney Willard of Cam
bridge, Stephen C. Phillips of Salem, Wilkes
Wood of Middleboro’, Joseph Tripp of Fairhav
en, George Grennell of Greenfield, Samuel
Mixter of New Braintree, John B. Thomas of
Plymouth, Rufus Langley of Haverhill, Thomas
French of Canton, Thaddeus Pomroy of Stockbridge, and Ira M. Barton of Worcester.
The procession marched to a spacious log-cabin, 120 feet by 60, in the outskirts of the town,
where Mr Lawrence, Mr. Baylies, and several
other gentlemen addressed the crowd with great
force. Meantime, Mr. Hough of Gloucester,
Mr. Stoddard of Rhode Island, and others ad
dressed the assemblage from the front of Wor
cester House.
There were delegates from various States,
and among others, a true Harrison Whig from
Missouri, formerly an original Jackson man.

Goods!

Cheap!! Cheap ! /1
—---- 000-------

MILO JASPER GOSS
AS purchased the Stock of Goods of
George D. Conant, and has also made
a large addition of NEW GOODS, just pur
chased in Boston, which he offers to the old
customers of G. D. Conant and the public
generally, at very low prices. The Stock con
sists in part of
Eng. and Am. Prints from 6' to 34 ctsr
per yard ;
Summer Cloth of all descriptionsLadies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves :
“
Silk Pic-Nic
do. •
“
do.;
“
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and
Handkerchiefs ;
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
“
“
Scarfs ;
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts. ;
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket
Hdks. ;
Edinboro1 Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
do. ;
Blue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
Black Sinshaw do. ;
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
Fig’d
“
Linings ;
Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Col’d and White
Cambrics ; Lawns ; Muslins ; Laces ; AV
..........
hite
Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White
Lace Veils, &c. &c.
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves;
Kid Walking Shoes and Slippers ;
Blch’d Shirting from 6^ to 14 cents ;
5-4 “ Sheeting ;
Bro. Shirting from 6| to 10 cents ;
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12^ “
“ Drillings ;
Bed Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents ;
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS.
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d,
Green, Invisible Green BROADCLOTHS,
together with a good stock of
CASSIMERES
SATINETTS,
of a variety of colors and qualities.

H

io

otln
Ber, it»'
■ail
ing
nd
gle

ivroccries.
Sou., Y. Hyson and Pon. TEAS ; Havana
Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGARS ;
Pepper ; Sptce ; Ginger: Tobacco ; Cloves ;
Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
—ALSO —

Glass and Crockery Ware ;
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch
*-

es

Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand
Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen
tine ; Dye Woods, &c.
ff/^The above Goods were bought low
and carefully selected, and will be sold as low
as can be purchased in the county.
(t^Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are
invited to call and examine.
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who
may wish to purchase Goods will find as
MEMORANDA.
At Havana, 23d ult. bark Nimrod, Chad- good an assortment and prices as low as can
bourne, Cowes, next day.
be found in the country. A share of the pub
Cid. at Wilmington. 2d, sch. Norway, Gill- lic patronage is respectfully solicited.

patrick, Boston.
At Ponce, 1st inst. brigs Ponce, Hutchings,
New-York, 12. Eveline, Gould, dis’g ; Cadmus,
refitting.
At New-Orleans, 6lh, ship Edmund Perkins, Idg.
for Havre.

WAJWW'
Ï0 tens good IWTTESg.

Alfred, June 8,,1840.
3m.
“ Hard cider.”—The administration press
ake particular notice.—in
es talk with great flippancy about the bad ef
¿JBFFXHtSOH1 HOUSE,
many hundred certified cases which
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
fects, morally, of the frequent use of the
have been made public, and in almost every
-------- ooo-------words “ Hard Cider,” and are profuse in their
species of disease to which the human frame
HIS house is one of the oldest and most is liable, the happy effects of MOFFAT’S
hints that the whigs are excessive guzzlers
respectable in the City, having been es LIFE PILLS AND PHENJX , BITTERS
'ofthis beverage. Their anxiety on this head
tablished many years. It is in the centre have
of been gratefully and publicly acknowl
business, and well supplied with the best the edged. The public cannot, therefore, be too
is altogether gratuitous and their sympathies
market affords. Merchants and others from often reminded that they recommend them
are all needed at home. While the People
the country will find every thing to make selves in diseases of almost every description.
have to pay, as public documents will show
them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day.
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor
that they are obliged to, the pretty sum of
JOSEPH DREW.
oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign
June
19,
1840.
(two hundred and twenty-five dollars for “ Wine
remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Palpita
tion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart
Coolers” and twenty five dollars for a “ Liquor
UJNION ACADEMY.
burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper,
Stand,
”
for
the
use
of
the
White
House,
it
1
-------- OOO--------Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive
would become the defenders of the tenant
HE next term of this Literary Institution ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds,
thereof to be sparing of declamation concern
will 'commence on the first day of next Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds,.
month.—Owing to a divj^ion of labor, accu

ing cider drinking. Perhaps, however, they
Gravel,
Worms, Asthma and Consumption,
rate instruction will be given in the common Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic
think genteel to swallow costly wines by
and higher branches of education.—Good Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive
the quart, from ‘ Liquor Stands,’ and render
board can be had from $1 25 to $1 50 per complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa
ed grateful to the palate by means of 1 wine
week.
greeable Complexions, Salt Rheum, Erysipe
<coolers,’ but vulgar to drink Hard Cider from a
L. COLBY, Sec’y.
las, Common Coldsand Influenza, and vari
Kennebunk, June 12, 1840.
ous other complaints which afflict the human
tin dipper or an earthen mug, as did our repub
frame. In Fever and Ague, particularly,
1lican forefathers. Such sentiments would be
WOTICE.
the Life Medicines have been most eminently
in perfect keeping with the policy which
HE person who took from the pasture of successful ; so much so that in the Fever and1
New London, Conn.—The charter elec would give to the office holder gold and sil
- James K. Remich, (with whom 1 was Ague districts, Physicians almost universally
tion in this city last Monday resulted in the
at work) on Monday last, a snuff-colored out
prescribe

them.
success of the entire whig ticket. New Lon ver, and to the People paper, for a currency.
side Jacket, is requested to leave it at the
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
don, until recently, has been one of the
Printing Office, or return it to the place from is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
The Winnebagoes located on the Missis
strongest administration towns in the State.
whence he took it, in said pasture, as he cines strictly according to the directions. It
sippi will commence emigratinglo their new
would avoid trouble—the thief being known. is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything
Gen. Harrison was to leave North Bend homes, by bands, during the present month.
JACOB DAY.
he himself may say in their favor, that he
on the 4th inst. to participate in the celebra It is supposed they will emigrate peaceably.
Kennebunk, June 17, 1840.
hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the result®
tion of the siege of Fort Meigs on the 11th.
of a fair trial.
%
Part of his journey was to be performed on
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de
A passenger on board the steamer Ion
horseback.
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge signed as a domestic guide to health.—Tfiis
was murdered by the mate of the boat on THE GRAND COUNCIL OF TWENTYof Probate for the County of York, little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375
FIVE THOUSAND SOVEREIGNS I
the 10th ult. near Smithfield, Ky. The pas
Ladies’ Companion.—The June number of senger had agreed to assist in loading the
Commissioners to receive and examine the
Broadway, New-York, has been published
Twenty-five Thousand Sovereign People
for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr.
this periodical, embellished with a beautiful boat, the mate struck him with the view of of half a dozen States met in Council on Thurs claims of the creditors to the estate of
AMAZ1AH NOBLE,
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found
engraving, “ Mary of Mantua,” and with a quickening his movements, a scuffle ensued, day last, on the ground where stood Fort
when the mate stabbed him with a bowie Meigs. They had the pleasure of hearing an late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, highly interesting to persons seeking health.
splendid plate of the Summer Fashions, both knife.
avowal of the “ principles” of Gen. Harrison represented as insolvent, hereby give notice It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the
engraved on steel, expressly for the work, is
from his own lips, as far as they could be ex that six months from the date hereof are al causes thereof. Price, 25 rents—for sale by
at hand. This number, as most of its prede
The spot where “ that Ball” was put in mo pressed in a speech which occupied an hour lowed said creditors to bring in and prove Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
cessors have been, is made up entirely of o- tion.—An election for Commissioner took in the delivery. Everything in connection their claims ; and that we will attend the bu
(f/^These valuable Medicines are for sale
siness to which we are thus appointed, at the
riginal articles ;—we find in the list of contrib place in Cumberland, “Old Alleghany,” Md. with this vast assemblage passed off without office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
April 8,1840.
utors the names of some of the most popular on the 3d inst. and resulted in a clear whig accident and to the entire satisfaction of all bunk, on the last Mondays of each of the fol
present. Gen. Harrison disappointed both
magazine writers of the day, of both sexes, gain of 175 out of 217 votes I Last year the friends and Locofocos, by his manly vigor, lowing months, viz. : July, September and
HEALTH AND STRENGTH.
viz :—Mrs. Sigourney, Mrs. Embury, Mrs. Locos carried the day, 3 to 1—this year the persuasive eloquence, and by his sound November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after
R. s. O. RICHARDSOxN’S sherry
noon of each of said davs.
WINE BITTERS.—This article is high
Orne, Mrs. Ellet, Mrs. Osgood and Mrs. whigs have swept the board 3 to 1. No statesmanlike views.
W. B. SEWALL,
ly recommended by several of the most respecta
The
Hon.
Thomas
Ewing,
was
chosen
Stephens—Messrs. Ingraham, Wood worth, changes ?
ble physicians and editors in the country as de
THEODORE THOMPSON.
President, and made a powerful speech. Mr.
cidedly the best medicine ever offered to the pub
Herbert, Clinch, Tuckerman, &c. &c.—The
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.
Corwin was taken sick at Sandusky, and did
lic, for all those prevalent diseases called Jaun
(jy We have received the first number of not attend the Convention.
subscriber to this Magazine receives, for three
dice, Liver Complaints, Heart Burn, Dizziness,
SYDNEY COAD
We have seen nothing official, and learn
dollars, 12 numbers, containing in the aggre the “ Sabbath School Monitor,” to be publish
Dyspepsia, Headache, wandering or settled
gate nearly 600 pages, octavo size, beautiful ed every other Thursday, in New York city, the above facts from some of our citizens
CHALDRONS of Sydney Coal, pains, sinking faintness, sour stomach, loss of
just
returned.
The
Military
from
this
city
appetite, weakness of the limbs, nervous debility
OW For sale by
ly printed, and furnishing articles in prose by N. Southard,—4 pages 4to. at 50 cents and most of the people have not got back.
costiveness and piles. They preclude the ne
OLIVER BOURNE.
and poetry from the pens of some of our best per annum. The typographical execution of
cessity
of using pills that the public are advised
Buffalo Com. Adv.
Kennebunk-port, June 2,1840.
to take in large quantities, which serve only to
writers, and, also, 24 pages of Music. And, the first number is very neat, and the con
debilitate the patient, and doom him to be a pill
Naval.—The U. S. frigate Columbia, Com.
in addition to the letter press, 16 finely exe tents, both original and selected, appear to
swallower to the end of his days.
be
well
calculated
to
promote
the
interesting
Read, arrived at Boston on Saturday last, af
P. S. Barnard and W. S. Skinner continue as
cuted engravings,—four of which are plates
— HAS FOR SALE —
travelling Agents.
cause for which its pages are especially de ter a cruise of upwards of 25 months dura
of the Fashions.
Remember his medicine- can never be obtained
signed.
tion, during which time she circumnavigated 150 Chaldrons Sidney Coal^ of pedlars on any pretence whatever.
Two trains of cars came in collision on
suitable
for
Grates
or
Blacksmiths.
Prepared from medicinal plants and roots, at
the globe. Seventy-seven of the crew died
the Worcester rail-road on Wednesday after
Dr. Richardson’s laboratory, South Reading.
— ALSO —
(tay^The Eastern Rail-road has been com during the cruise.—The U. S. ship Falmouth,
*
noon
Two of the passengers were severely
Sold
wholesale and retail, at his office, No. 15
injured and several were more or less bruised. pleted to Newburyport, and was opened for! Capt. J. M. McKeever, from the Pacific, 37
Quintals
Hanover street, Boston, and by most Druggists
The two engines were very much broken, travel, uu
and Merchants throughout the New-Engiand
on Wednesday
yveunesuay jast.
last. The Direc-1 days
uays from Rio Janeiro, arrived at New- suitable forfamily use, Cheap.
two of the cars entirely broken to pieces and
•States.
tors made an experimental trip over it on Yorkt c...
Kennebunk-port, June 8,1840.
on Saturday evening.—
—Tuu
The U.
U. S.
another much injured.
Price 75 cents per bottle. His dry bitters, put
| Monday afternoon, leaving Boston at 3£ P. ship Constitution was at Talcahuaha, 20th
up in a pressed form, are 50 cents per paper.
ARTRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER
For sale in Kennebunk, by Daniel Remich
The Legislature of Connecticut adjourned
and returning to the city, at 7^ P. M. af- March, to sail soon for Valparaiso.—The U.
VATIVE—For sale by
Alex. Warren and Samuel Jordan.
’
without day on the 8th inst.
11er spending an hour in Newburyport..
S. ship Decatur was at Rio Janeiro, 7th ult.
P. REMICH.
June 20,1840.

originated in the rankness of party excitement
and deliberately repeated and endorsed by Felix
Grundy, which represents our venerated fellow
citizen and neighbor as under the charge of a
committee, confidential or otherwise, “ who will
’ not let him have the use of pen, ink, and paper ;
who will not let him write, or write for him;
who attend him to the Post Office when he goes
for letters, to see that he gets none but such as
■ they are willing that he should receive ; and who
open all his letters for him, and, when there is
nothing to be said in reply, answer them, but,
when there is, do not answer them at all,” is ut
terly false—false in the general, and false in the
detail ;—false in the substance and spirit of the
whole charge, and false in each particular allegation.
Resolved. That while we deeply deplore the
occasion oi this meeting, we nevertheless embrace with pleasure this opportunity of publicly
testifying our confidence in HIM whose valor
and prudence defended and guarded /the infant
settlements of the West, whose forecast and
statesmanship placed a home and a freehold
within the reach of every hardy pioneer ; who
retains in his age the simplicity, generosity, in
tegrity and disinterestedness of his youth ; who
is ready and as able, now as heretofore, to
serve his country in the field, the Senate or the
Cabinet; and who, while he never forgets a
friend, never insults or maligns an enemy.
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POET BY •____
[From the Cincinnati Daily Gazette.]

nature.
Soft Nature, emerging from winter’s embrace,
Renews all her splendor around ;
O’er earth’s verdant bosom she moves in her
grace,
And decks with bright colors the ground.

The lily, the rose, and each flower of the vale,
Her green-mantled bosom adorn,
Unfold to the kiss of the murmuring gale,
And breathe their sweet incense to morn.
In the train of the maiden refinement appears,
Arrayed in a mantle of light;
Encircling his brow is a wreath of bright stars,
His footsteps are marked with delight.

Here rational pleasure,, with him doth preside,
In the council which Nature convenes}
From the regions above he received her, a bride,
To enliven those new painted scenes.
Creation’s high King, for the Virgin’s relief,
Ordains as the wanderer flies,
Refinement and Pleasure to soften her grief,
For the loss of her own native skies.

Thus Nature, Refinement and Pleasure combine,
To form an Elysian here;
While Friendship and Love, in her arbours re
cline,
And Sorrow and Care disappear.
Hope springs in the rapture and fulness of joy,
When Nature her beauty displays,
While wrapt contemplation immortals employ,
And the world is a temple of praise.

E. A. M.
CORPORAL

TRIM’S ADVICE TO THE
PRINTER.

1 I pity the Printer,’ said Uncle Toby.
‘ He is a poor devil, rejoined I.

'

Toby, Tis true the printer’s life,
Is one of toil, and care, and strife,
With many a rub and hit ;
To please us all he surely tries,
But what with truth and what with lies,
He never makes it fit.

The printer’s life !—oh ! hard it is
Thus to endure the weekly quiz I
On efforts of his pen ;
The printer no one can forgive,
The printer cannot sin and live,
He cannot please all men.
For all his works yet ten to one,
That in the end he pleases none,
And only makes it worse.
Whene’er he thinks to please, he finds
He cannot suit the many minds,
But only gets a curse.

The pretty maid with pouting lip,
Turns o’er the paper thence to sip
A draught of Hymen’s place ;
But ah, the luckless printer then,
Has .filled the sheet to please the men,
And lost Annetta’s grace !
At other times the party man,
With specs on nose sits down to scan
The paper for its ire ;
To se'arch for libels, jeers and scoffs,
He finds none there, his specs are off,
The weekly’s in the fire I

With honest Trim, I freely say,
Were I a printer of this day,
I’d write to please myself;
I’d near give up my ground for aught,
Retract p Hue, a word, a thought,
For all their paltry pelf 1
By jmh ’s caprice would I be sway’d,
Their whims should never hurt my art,
I’d never swerve an inch,
I’d mark me out a line to take,
Nor, follow in another’s wake,
However hard the pinch.
Mfself I’d please—I would not bend,
Corruption’s courses to defend,
As modern printers seem :
An independent course I’d plead,
And could I not in this succeed,
I’d freely kick the beam 1

PROB ATEN()TICES.__

Quackery,

WILLIAM LOO & Co.

BRANDRETH’S PILLS.

HE most barefaced and villainous, is so
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
— HAVE JUST RECEIVED —
common, that persons afflicted with LIN
proved by the experience of thousands to
QUARTER
Boxes
fresh
Raisins
;
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
60
hhds.
Cadiz
Salt
;
on
by
pretended
cure-alls,
and
have
reason
for
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
4 hhds. Rock do. suitable for sailing butler; all havino- the same origin, and invariably arise
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight the most heart-rending suspense, but when I an
nounce
that
—
“
If,
after
giving
them
a
fair
trial
1 bbl. Hams Bacon ;
from the'UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM.
for the complaints specified below, they prove
3 hhds. Porto Rico Molasses ;
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
useless
the
money
shall
be
refunded,
”
it
is
prePecco Tea ; Sperm Oil ; Qoff’ee ;
tion of the BLOOD.
■pHEBE HUBBARD, administratrix of
,
sumed,
that
they
will
-not
hesitate
about
trying
Ina period of little more than three years in
ft
the estate of Dimon Hubbard^ late of
Brown Havana Sugar, &c. &c.
my
the United States, they have restored to a state of
—also —
Kennebunk, in said
county, deceased,
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
100 Rose and Yellow Chairs ;
having presented her first account oi ad an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump
THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
6 Rocking
do.
ministration of the estate of said deceased tive and Dropsical complaints, and a sore cure
incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Kennebunk, June 6, 1840.
for allowance :
for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless
standing, and in many cases when every other
ORDERED—That the said administratrix the patient has been tapped or saturated with
had been resorted to in vain.
RS- remedy
give notice to all persons interested, by caus mercurial preparations, either of which renders WATOTiE
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
ing a copy ofthis order to be published three a cure doubtful, though such cases have been
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga cured by them.
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
These Pills are composed of a great variety of
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands tional or from some immediate cause, whether
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
simple physical and restorative medicines, and
unrivalled for the following complaints, it be from internal or external injury, it will be
that they may appear at a Probate Court to they have effected the most astonishing cures
cured
by persevering in the use of these Pills.
viz ^Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv

be held' at Kennebunk, in said county, on the ! when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
This great principle of li PURGING” in
first Monday of August next, at ten of the else had failed, the patient having been given up er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any to die ; and testimonials are continually being tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by sicknesses beginning to be appreciated. It is
found much more convenient to take an occa
they have, why the same -should not be al received, showing their wonderful efficacy in cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
lowed.
building up debilitated constitutions and securing pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
and Coughs, of long standing, Hoarseness, blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
the Health I
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
A true copy—Attest,
tions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known months of miserable weakness, and the only one
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles who is benefitted is your Doctor.
June 6.
Look at the
companies each box.
have been known to cure this afflicting dis difference between the appearance of those two
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price ease after having baffled every exertion for persons—one has been treated by your regular
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names four years.—It has a most powerful influence, practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight of all persons, who are made agents for selling in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas is, see how the shadow of death throws his
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. them, will be found annexed to my advertise ant to take, and so easy in its operation that solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
ment in the State paper for the time being.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
it may be administered to the infant with see how he trembles in every limb ; kis eyes
TESTIMONIALS.
sunk ; his teeth destroyed — his constitution,
TOELxATlAH LITTLEFIELD, guardian
safety.
Though
I
prefer
that
the
success
of
my
Pills
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
.ST
of Mary,Ann Winn, Oliver B. Winn,
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
Ho
Rufus Winn, and Pelatiah L. Winn, minors nex the following as specimens of the many cer
DANIEL REMICH.
says, £c most inveterate case of Liver com
and children of Joseph Winn, late of Wells, tificates I have on hand.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre
the lowest wholesale prices.
Cumberland, Aug 2d, 1837.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
sented his first account of guardianship of
This may certify, that in the spring of-1829, 1
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
said minors for allowance :
was seized with a fever, which afterwards
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
ORDERED—That the said guardian brought on the Dropsy. After trying several
WHITTEN would inform his custo/n- with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
give notice to all persons interested, by caus physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland,
• ers and the public that he has received MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
ing a copy of this order to be published and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ; the
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
three weeks successively in lhe Kennebunk when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was
Ifork Heport of Fash- called curing. Shocking folly !
pronounced
totally
incurable.
Despairing
of
life,
Eet us now look at your “ purged” man—the
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ions3 for the gyring and
man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Liver
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court which had now become a burden to me. I return
Summer
of
1840
;
ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county,1 on gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing
the first Monday of August next, at ten of the of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’s that he is now prepared to cut garments in conscious strength, his countenance is clear
lhe most fashionable style, or with variations and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, I
the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
to suit customers.
they have, why the same should not be al was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
S. W. has been thoroughly instructed in been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
lowed.
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his the most approved system of cutting, and soon rose without any injury being sustained
A true copy,—Attest,
Pills the Dropsy left me, and 1 became perfectly having had considerable experience he feels by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
well in the course of six months. I make this confident that he can give entire satisfaction a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
June 6.
statement, and wish it published for the benefit to all who may favor him with their patron entirely recovered the attack : because his
All garments made by blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
of those who are suffering under similar cases ; I age. Call and try.
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, ivithin that they may know what has cured one who has him are warranted to fit.
Cutting done at ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
and for the County of York, on the first Mon suffered every thing but death, and who consid short notice.
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight ers his life saved by the above medicine.
Kennebunk, May 16, 1840.
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
E. S. THOMES.
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WIL
life and body both.
JAMES
HILL,
Esq.
of
North
Yarmouth,
has
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
authorized
me
to
state,
that
after
having
buried
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
the petition of Harriet E. Noble, wid
four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu
cayed particles from the «body,—the morbid and
ow of Amaziah Noble, late of Kenne
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining
D. REMICH
corrupt h'.imors of the blood ; those humors
bunk, in said county, deceased, praying for one, was given up to die, with the same com
AS just received from the Seed Stores which cause disease—they impede the func
an allowance out of the personal estate of plaint by several “ Regular Physicians.” In
connected with lhe Yankee Farmer tions of the liver when they settle upon that
said deceased :
this situation she commenced taking my “ Amer
and which, when they settle upon the
office and the New England Farmer officeorgan,
in
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no ican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering .ac
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to cording to my directions, she was in a few weeks Boston, a large assortment of GARDEN nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
all persons interested in said estate, by causing restored to health, and has been able to dis SEEDS, which will be sold, at wholesale or duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
a copy of this order to be published in the charge her domestic duties now for six or seven retail, at Boston prices.
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, years.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
The
following
was
drawn
up
by
the
Rev.
in said county, three weeks successively, that
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
J
oshua Taylor, one ol the venerable fathers of
all who behold them.
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com
the Methodist. Episcopal Church, and forwarded
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on the to rne, after being signed by his wife, and the
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,— the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
first Monday in August next, at ten of the wife of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
Scissors, &c. &c. This day received by ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
We, the undersigned, having derived great
D. REMICH.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
they have, why the prayer of said petition benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills, do
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
should not be granted.
cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful
known, and more and more appreciated.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Medicine. Our complaints were of a Bilious Carriage and
Famtirag. The cure by purging may more depend up
A true copy, Attest,
character, and we were reduced to a state of
DANIEL GLASIER, having taken the on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
great debility, and we experienced many uneasy
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would than may be generally imagined. Whatever
June 6.
and painful sensations ; but by taking those Pills
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
according to Mr. Fernaid’s directions, we were inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
relieved and restored to a state of perfect health. cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
of constant exercise is seen.
We still keep and use them, as a family medi CARRIAGE, SIGN <fc ORNAMEN
When constant exercise cannot be used
TAL POINTING.
cine, and would not be without them on anv ac-_
N. B. All work done by him will be war FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
count.
DE BORAFI Y. STURDIVANT.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
ranted to stand.
HANNAH TAYLOR.
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
3m.
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
of life, are kept free from those impurities
Agents.— Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
which would prevent its steady current minis
Agent ;—County of York—Daniel Remich,
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; Ebenevented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
Head the following €drd.
zer Sawyer, Hollis ;—County of Hancock—Aus
DR. WM. EVANS’ CELEBRATED SOOTH ture which is thus assisted through the means
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING. and outlets which she has provided for herself.
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
infallible remedy has preserved hunPortland, May 1st, 1838.
Ji. ’dreds of children, when thought past re are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudsoh st. and 276
covery, from convulsions. As soon as the Sy Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
Itolw
rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov
man Constitution that has ever been discov
---- 000---Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
ered.
HE undersigned, have this day entered cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
into Co-partnership, purchased the Stock, let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
rials extracted from
Medical
*
Plants, and war
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
and taken the Store recently occupied are
by at the age of four months, though there is
ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Messrs. Perkins & Marvin, and will contin no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup
or any mineral substance.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
ue lhe
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex
Parents should never be without the Syrup in
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
and Stationery
perimenting with different vegetable medi
the nursery where there are young children.: for
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
cines, for the diseases of the liver; and now business, under lhe firm of
if a child wakes in the night with pain in the
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
IVES
&
DENNET.
offers his Universal Pills as best, the most
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
It
will
be
their
endeavor
to
keep
a
good
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby
KT How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
ed for general use ; and in offering them to supply of Standard THEOLOGICAL, MED preventing Convulsions, Fevers,&c.
ICAL,
MISCELLANEOUS,
CLASSICAL
O
3
A
severe
case
of
Teething
with
Summer
Never purchase without being positively sure
the public he is actuated more by benevolent
than pecuniary motives, as the price of the and SCHOOL BOOKS, New Publications Complaint, cured by the infallible American that the person selling has an Engraved cer
Soothing
Syrup
of
Dr.
Wm.
Evans.
Mrs.
M
’
tificate
of Agency, and [ET’observe it has been
of the day, &c. together with an assortment
medicine will show.
Pberson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
They are mild and pleasant in their opera of fine LETTER and NOTE PAPERS, N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of after T2 months from date that Pills sold by the
tion, and convey almost immediate convic London and American STATIONERY, fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bpttle of the holder are genuine.
tion of their utility from the first dose. They BLANK BOOKS, SINGING BOOKS, Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
can be taken with safety by persons of age ; &c. &c.
ting pain during the process of dentition, being by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
E
nglish
and
A
merican
B
ibles
of
every
and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
momentarily threatened with convulsions, its Agent in Maine—or by ordering irom my
delicate, are strengthened by their operation, description, many in most beautiful bindings. bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could Principal New England Office,
A variety of English and German Works, be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
because they clear the system of humors,
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness, many in elegant bindings.
I. & D. trust, by integrity, and attention to ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on JOHN OSBORN & Go. ;
from whatever source, and invariably produce
business, to offer the best advantages to City lhe gums, the bowels in a short time became
In Ken’nebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
sound sleep.
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme and Country purchasers, and hope to receive fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head a continuance of that favor which their pred ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in and Seleucus Adams ;
Lyman, William Huntress;
ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the ecessors so generally obtained.
applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING
Ol?3 Teachers, School Committees and SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints,
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery j
fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com Country Dealers, supplied on liberal terms.
vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.
STEPHEN B. IVES,
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
mencement will invariably check their pro
AGENTS.
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A Methodist Minister and General Harri
son.—The following circumstance was men
tioned during the session of the Harrisburgh
Convention by Judge Burnett, of Ohio, a
warm personal friend of General Harrison.
Many years since, while the great tide of em
igration was flowing through lhe Western
States, the Hero of the Thames having for a
while exchanged the arduous duties of a
statesman and a General, for the more peace
able pursuits of agriculture, was on a hot
summer evening, at the porch of his humble
‘ log cabin,’ asked for shelter and a meal, by
a minister of the Gospel of the Methodist
Episcopal persuasion.—The jaded appear
ance of the steed, and soiled garments of the
rider, proclaimed the fatigue of the day; with
his usual courtesy, the General welcomed the
stranger.—After a plain and substantial sup
per, the guest joined with his host in social
conversation ; and the latter, laying aside the
character of the soldier and the statesman,
willingly listened to the pious instruction of
the traveller. The}7 retired to rest, the good
old soldier thankful to a munificent provi
dence that he was enabled to administer to
the wants of a fellow creature, and the wor
thy minister of Christ, invoked the blessing
of Heaven upon the head of his kind bene
factor. Morning came and the Minister pre
pared to depart, He was in lhe act of taking
leave, when he was informed that his horse
had died during the night.—This loss, how
ever severe, considering that he had yet two
hundred miles to travel, did not discourage
him in the exercise of his duty, but taking
his saddle bags on his arm, he rose to depart
with thanks for the kindness of his entertain
er. The old General did not attempt to pre
vent him, though be offered his condo
lence upon the loss ; but an observing eye
could have detected a smile of inward satis
faction, which the consciousness of doing
good alone produces. The guest reached
the door, and to his astonishment found one
of the General’s horses accoutred with his
own saddle and bridle, in waiting for him.
He returned and remonstrated, stating his in
ability to pay for it, and that in all probabili
ty be should never again visit that part of the
country. But the General was inexorable,
and reminding the astonished Divine, that
‘ he who giveth to the poor lendeth to the
Lord,’ sent him on bis way, his heart over
flowing with gratitude, and his prayers di
rected to Heaven for blessings on the venera
ble Hero.—Penn. German.

T

CHARLES F. DENNET.
gress, and save the patient from a protracted
114 Washington St.
and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
Boston, April 13,1840.
ble in nervous and hypocondriacal affections,
loss of appetite and all complaints to which
~GRASS SEEDS.
females alone are subject. They operate as
a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
ERDS GRASS, Clover and Red Top
certain remedy for worms in children.
Seeds, just received by
I might publish a volume of certificates
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
Kennebunk, May 29, 1840.
will recommend itself to all who will make
trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
Notice to Trespassers.
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
OTICE is hereby given that any person
two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, lhe
or persons who shall be known to
price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
tread down the grass, cut small trees
pills, price 25 cents.
poles, &c. or throw down the fences, on the
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
Land of the subscriber, will certainly be pros
the above pills in the United States—-of ecuted.
J. K. REMICH.
whom they may be had in any quantities, at
Kennebunk, May 6, 1840.
No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
of these Pills in Kennebunk.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply

H

D. Remich, Kennebunk, xMe. ;

South Berwick, Parks & Wilson

S'. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
James Crocket, Norway ;
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid Spear ;
dle Streets, Portland, Me.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
J une 8, 1839.

PAPER.

man ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,.
P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
*
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Limington, James McArthur;
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Acton, Win. Evans.

CASE ruled Letter Paper—white and
blue—fine and superfine—which will
be sold at very low prices.
1 case Brandywine Quarto Post—fine and
extra.
for
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do. ;
Note Paper.
Cap and Pot Writing paper, ruled and un
ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket, Mo
rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and
Drawing Papers. Bristol Board —white and
colored.
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log
Papers—by the ream or quire.
Writing Paper, rifled for bills, memoran
---- 000----B. BRANDRETH, M. R
ROOM PAPER.
dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
R. CL RA¥NES
D. REMICH.
May, 1839.
OULD give notice that he keeps on
REMICH has this day received 1000
ST’ATiONEBY.
hand a good assortment of
• rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
Hoti. Daniel Webster has consented to be
Waiting Fluid.
BOOTS
&
shoes
;
patterns,
—
which
will
be
sold
very
cheap,
—
RESH
supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
pr .'Mi at the celebration in Barre, Worces of his own manufacture: such as Men’s and
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
some
as
low
as
I2£
cents
per
roll.
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
ter county, Mass, on the Fourth of July, and Boys’, Ladies, Misses and Children’s Shoes ;
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
A good assortment of Borders—Cloth and
der, &c. &c. Just received by
to deliver an address on the occasion.
their durability without their corrosive prop
Gaiter Boots ; French Kid Slippers, &c.
common.
D. REMICH.
Portland Adv.
erties. For sale by
D^REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 22, 1840.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
March 12, 1840..

N

BOOTS AND SHOES.

W

D

F

F

